MOVIES SUPPLANT SOPHOMORE
MILITARY CLASSES NEXT WEEK

A Sophomore class will be required to attend one of two "movies" lectures next week in the period allotted to Military Relations in the Department of Military Science, located in the second floor of the New Building. The purpose of these lectures is to make Sophomore students more familiar with the routine of military life and the regulations at Technological. The movies will be shown in the evening, the first being given on Tuesday and the second on Friday evening.

We would like to engage three or four energetic and capable students for us on our next team. We would also like to have a number of the best freshmnen in the football Mainland, second for Ten-oil. Referee, J. J. Hallanan:


The Sophomore freshmen team over. The time was about a half hour earlier than scheduled. The Sophomore halfback, named Martin, had advanced the ball from our own 30 yard line to their 33 yard line. Then the Sophomores moved and pulled eight, a strong pull in the second pull and bowled over on the last to win. The Sophomores had the jump on the freshmen for the first three periods. The Sophomores led all three periods and were strong in the second period.
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